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Can you guess?



Before preparing this talk, I had one of my long
‘‘philosophical’’ discussions with Gianni Jona-Lasinio, and he
encouraged me to be outrageous, and he said that a
birthday venue is the right venue to test one’s ideas

He and I have been discussing for many years our vision of
the future of mathematics, especially in connection with
sciences outside of physics, perhaps in a direction which is
also regularly advocated by Micha Gromov



So what is Antti?

It’s an acronym!
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Antti = Ant t. i.
Ants and Theory of Information
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Ants, I

Desert ant: Cataglyphis niger
Nitzan Razin, Ofer Feinerman (Weizmann)
J. Royal Soc. Interface



A random ant leaves the nest, finds the cricket, and
realizes it needs help to get the cricket



How does she do it?
Very simple: she runs back to the nest, bumps into the
other ants. Each collision increases the speed, and if one
of the ants has been shoved enough she acquires a critical
speed and goes out to look for food

Things which we checked:
› The ant does not learn where the food is
› The collisions just increase the speed
› The information content of 1 collision is about 1/4 bit



NOTE: ‘‘Random collisions’’ take place all the time between
pairs of ants in the nest. So how do they ‘‘know’’ if it is
just a random collision or a ‘‘real’’ message?



Only two things seem to matter:



Only two things seem to matter:

Persistence of the messenger



Only two things seem to matter:

Persistence of the messenger

Mechanical rules of collisions (basically just the rules of
elastic collisions of masses)



So it is harder to recruit a second ant when there are many
in the nest, since their mutual collisions decrease the signal



First Conclusion: Nothing is being said, but
message is received anyway



First Conclusion: Nothing is being said, but
message is received anyway

Advantage: Don’t have to learn a ‘‘language’’



Ants, II
Work in progress with Danielle Mersch, Laurent Keller (UNIL)
New technology Bar-codes

Camponotus fella
Brood moving





The experiments last several weeks. Each night, the light in
the tunnel (across from the door) goes out, and then it is
‘‘advantageous’’ to bring the brood to the tunnel. How is
this done?
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the tunnel (across from the door) goes out, and then it is
‘‘advantageous’’ to bring the brood to the tunnel. How is
this done?

Basically only one ant does the whole work, not every day
the same one. Not only does she not ask others for help,
she also doesn’t trust any information potentially
transmitted by ants which have seen the dark tunnel before
her:
The transporter wants to ascertain herself of the darkness
and furthermore she will do most of the work alone.



The experiments last several weeks. Each night, the light in
the tunnel (across from the door) goes out, and then it is
‘‘advantageous’’ to bring the brood to the tunnel. How is
this done?

Basically only one ant does the whole work, not every day
the same one. Not only does she not ask others for help,
she also doesn’t trust any information potentially
transmitted by ants which have seen the dark tunnel before
her:
The transporter wants to ascertain herself of the darkness
and furthermore she will do most of the work alone.

Communication seems a waste of time
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Second conclusion: Seems advantageous to
check yourself
Information: Don’t bother to ask for help



Second conclusion: Seems advantageous to
check yourself
Information: Don’t bother to ask for help

My interpretation: Communication needs sophisticated
‘‘brains’’
It is not enough to know how to speak,
but the receiver also needs to understand

The fact that some ants emit many pheromones, use sounds, and touch, in my

view does not explain what they really understand
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Dictionaries

Work with David Levary, Elisha Moses, Tsvi Tlusty
PhysRev X.
(Weizmann, IAS)
Build a directed graph from words to their definitions

Some people look at statistical properties of such graphs,
but out interest is in whether they contain
meta-information about language



Example



Data (English)
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300’000 directed edges
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The graph one obtains in this way has many loops. But first
shave away ‘‘hairs’’ (= words which are defined but never
appear in the rhs of the definition) (usually ‘‘names of
things’’)



Data (English)
80’000 words (synsets, nouns)
300’000 directed edges

The graph one obtains in this way has many loops. But first
shave away ‘‘hairs’’ (= words which are defined but never
appear in the rhs of the definition) (usually ‘‘names of
things’’)

Example: Cataglyphis niger ! ant
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Randomization

Explanation: Jump in semantics
Example: cardinal ! ten
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Explanation: Jump in semantics
Example: cardinal ! ten
knight ! queen ! king ! cardinal ! 10
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Real Graph

Randomization

Explanation: Jump in semantics
Example: cardinal ! ten
knight ! queen ! king ! cardinal ! 10

railcar ! rails ! bar ! weapon ! instrument ! skill 6!
train ! railcar



Vocabulary on historical scale



Vocabulary on historical scale
Loops appear simultaneously
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Tree: Derive from older words Loop: new concept
Loop cannot be reduced to older words: undefinable words ! new concepts



Information: There is meta-information in the
dictionary structure



Information: There is meta-information in the
dictionary structure

Information which was not put there on
purpose, and which tells us about language



Outlook



Outlook

,

words vs language



Where does all this lead? Most of the studies I have
participated in concern only the topology of graphs of
interactions, but not really metrics, namely the way
real-life networks are embedded in the space in which we
live

Adding this component opens new possibilities, especially in
studying aspects of life. This is so because many aspects
of life are about connections, organisms are a linked set of
individual units that have to interact well and ‘‘intelligently’’
in order to function



A well-known example of extending the possibilities of
mathematics which has gone almost unnoticed:
Statements which are true with probability 1



A well-known example of extending the possibilities of
mathematics which has gone almost unnoticed:
Statements which are true with probability 1
This is an extremely elegant way of dealing with the
unknown set of of measure 0, without being obliged to find
out what this set is, and still retaining the standards of
mathematical rigor.

Perhaps another such extension could help approach the
unknown territory of vague statements



It is too early to make strong methodological statements
about how mathematics and physics should play a role in
studying problems outside the rigor of the physics world.

The kind of ‘‘exercises’’ I presented today seem to me
promising training grounds for developing methodology
towards understanding living systems



The future?

I believe that mathematics, which is the most efficient
language to describe the world of physics, must be
complemented by new means of expression.

We do know the laws (of physics and math), they do apply
to life, but we do not know how they are put together to
make life



The future?

I believe that mathematics, which is the most efficient
language to describe the world of physics, must be
complemented by new means of expression.

We do know the laws (of physics and math), they do apply
to life, but we do not know how they are put together to
make life

Let me end with three citations:



Poincaré La valeur de la science (1908)



(Gromov, 2012),
‘‘You feel there must be a new world of mathematical
structures shadowing what we see in Life, a new language
we do not know yet, something in the spirit of the language
of calculus we use when describing physical systems’’



(Jona-Lasinio, 2012), Modelli e linguaggi matematici nello
studio dei problemi biologici: (Lettera Matematica Pristem
2012)
‘‘Can there be a theoretical biology similar to theoretical
physics?
...physics is a predictive theory, but note that cosmology
deals with the past, and this moves it to the neighborhood
of biology
Theoretical physics became an autonomous discipline only
at the end of the 19th century, shortly before relativity
and quantum mechanics... I think that now, time is ripe for a
more precise characterization of theoretical research in
biology and its aims.’’



Disclaimer: While I strongly feel that the time is ripe for
extending our field of application of physics and
mathematics, I have of course not found the key to the
solution of this problem. But the impact of computers and
modern instrumentation and technology opens many new
perspectives.

So I belive it is worth trying to progress in this direction


